
“Steps to Make Your Garden less Work” Roger Hirons 12th June 2019 

Roger stressed that the most important thing is to decide what we want from our garden, then 
reducing our input to what we enjoy or find therapeutic and reducing chores by getting help for 
the heavy work. 

Mulching should be used as a way of cutting out weeding. Mulch produced by tree surgeons 
(composted for 2 years) is preferable to that produced from green waste, as it avoids the possible 
carry over of weed seeds and disease. It is best to work with a small area at a time, so that it can 
be covered with mulch immediately it is cleared. If larger areas are cleared and then left for a time 
before being mulched, this can give time for exposed weed seeds to germinate. 

High maintenance planting should be replaced by something that needs less maintenance, e.g. 
annual replaced with perennials and shrubs. 

Roger again stressed the importance of respecting plant families when deciding what to plant where. (This 
was the main topic of Roger’s previous talk to us ‘Roses with a Twist’ – find the notes from this talk on the 
‘Archive’ page). Avoid putting a plant where its roots will have to compete with those of a plant from the 
same plant family for the same nutrients. The family of any particular plant can be easily found on the 

internet by looking up the plant on Google or searching for it on the RHS website www.rhs.org.uk/search. 

Roger had brought with him an impressive array of plants to demonstrate his point of choosing relatively 
low maintenance plants that will nevertheless work well in the garden. He also mentioned many more. The 
following small selection unfortunately misses out on many of these: 

Panola - pansy viola crosses combining the cold hardiness and high bloom count of violas with the 
larger bloom size of a pansy. 

Aster frikartii ‘Mönch’ – robust aster that will flower from late summer right through to the frosts. Very 

many other types of asters are plagued by disease (powdery mildew), but A. frikartii is resistant. 

Bidens – good for continual flowering late in the season. 

Helianthus ‘Lemon Grass’ 

Salvia nemorosa – good for poor soil 

Geranium ‘Rozanne’ 

Peonies – recommended ‘Kelway’s Glorious’ (giant white, fragrant) & ‘Sarah Bernhard’. 

In spite of what is generally thought, it is OK to move peonies, providing that the whole root-ball is 
moved intact, ensuring that the tubers are not damaged in any way; otherwise they will need some 
years before they get back to flowering. 

Roses: 

‘Savoy Hotel’  – quintessential hybrid tea 

‘Lady Hillingdon’  – reliable yellow climber that has stood the test of time 

‘New Dawn’  – pink fragrant climber 

‘Mme Alfred Carrière’ – climber, white tinged with pink, very fragrant 

Rosa mundi – just one flowering, with a mass of fragrant blooms, but followed by hips. 

Paulownia tomentosa – unusual foliage; cutting back can produce even larger leaves 

Chitalpa - cross between Chilopsis & Catalpa unusual large shrub / small tree with long flowering period. 

Plants with variegated foliage (e.g. hostas, eleagnus):  
The part of the leaf that is a normal green, full of chlorophyll, is stronger than the lighter colours with less 
chlorophyll. So if it is the lighter colour that is on the edge of the leaf, the foliage is more susceptible to 
wind damage, so plant it in a sheltered position; if the green is on the edge of the leaf, with the lighter 
colour in the centre, it is more resistant. 

Apologies for the scant coverage of Roger’s much more extensive information and advice; any errors are mine, not Roger’s. 
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